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Abstract Mangaia hosts the most radiogenic Pb-isotopic compositions observed in ocean island basalts and represents the HIMU (high $\mu = 238\text{U}/204\text{Pb}$) mantle end-member, thought to result from recycled oceanic crust. Complete geochemical characterization of the HIMU mantle end-member has been inhibited due to a lack of deep submarine glass samples from HIMU localities. We homogenized olivine-hosted melt inclusions separated from Mangaia lavas and the resulting glassy inclusions made possible the first volatile abundances to be obtained from the HIMU mantle end-member. We also report major and trace element abundances and Pb-isotopic ratios on the inclusions, which have HIMU isotopic fingerprints. We evaluate the samples for processes that could modify the volatile and trace element abundances postmantle melting, including diffusive Fe and $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ loss, degassing, and assimilation. $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ ratios vary from 119 to 245 in the most pristine Mangaia inclusions; excluding an inclusion that shows evidence for assimilation, the primary magmatic $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ ratios vary up to ~200, and are consistent with significant dehydration of oceanic crust during subduction and long-term storage in the mantle. $\text{CO}_2$ concentrations range up to 2346 ppm $\text{CO}_2$ in the inclusions. Relatively high $\text{CO}_2$ in the inclusions, combined with previous observations of carbonate blebs in other Mangaia melt inclusions, highlight the importance of $\text{CO}_2$ for the generation of the HIMU mantle. $\text{F}/\text{Nd}$ ratios in the inclusions (30 ± 9; 2σ standard deviation) are higher than the canonical ratio observed in oceanic lavas, and $\text{Cl}/\text{K}$ ratios (0.079 ± 0.028) fall in the range of pristine mantle (0.02–0.08).

1. Introduction

Isotopic measurements performed on ocean island basalts (OIBs) have demonstrated that the Earth’s mantle is compositionally heterogeneous [e.g., Gast et al., 1964; Allegre, 1982; Zindler et al., 1982; Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hart, 1988; Hofmann, 1997; White, 2010]. Although the cause of the chemical heterogeneity in the mantle has been a point of discussion in the scientific community for half a century [Gast et al., 1964], it has been suggested to arise from the subduction of oceanic and continental crust material into the mantle [Cohen and O’Nions, 1982; Hofmann and White, 1982; White and Hofmann, 1982]. Different types of subducted material (e.g., oceanic crust, continental crust, and sediment) have been proposed to give rise to specific mantle end-member isotopic compositions—HIMU (high $\mu = 238\text{U}/204\text{Pb}$), EM1 (enriched mantle I), and EM2 (enriched mantle II)—which are then melted and erupted as OIB melts at hot spots. EM2 is generally considered to be derived from continental material [White and Hofmann, 1982; Jackson et al., 2007], but the origin of EM1 remains more controversial [e.g., Weaver, 1991; Eiler et al., 1995; Eisele et al., 2002; Honda and Woodhead, 2005; Salters and Sachi-Kocher, 2010; Hart, 2011]. The HIMU mantle end-member is thought to be derived from ancient subducted oceanic crust [e.g., Chase, 1981; Hofmann and White, 1982; Zindler et al., 1982; Nakamura and Tatsumoto, 1988; Dupuy et al., 1989; Graham et al., 1992; Hauri and Hart, 1993; Hémond et al., 1994; Roy-Barman and Allegre, 1995; Woodhead, 1996; Hanu and Kaneoka, 1997;...
During its life on the seafloor, oceanic lithosphere, including crust, experiences low temperature alteration and becomes H$_2$O-rich and CO$_2$-rich (and gains up to several weight percent H$_2$O and CO$_2$ in the top portion of the crust during submarine alteration) [e.g., Staudigel et al., 1996; Alt and Teagle, 1999; Bach et al., 2001; Wallmann, 2001; Dixon et al., 2002; Gillis and Coogan, 2011]. If the HIMU mantle end-member is truly composed of subducted oceanic crust that is subsequently melted and erupted, this mantle end-member can present important insights into how volatiles are returned to the mantle and recycled back to the surface at hot spots. This is important, as the distribution of volatiles in the mantle (particularly H$_2$O) is a significant variable in determining the rheology of the mantle, the depth and extent of mantle melting, as well as the composition of melts and how they evolve [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996; Gaetani and Grove, 1998; Asimov and Langmuir, 2003; Hirschmann, 2006; Portnyagin et al., 2007]. The results of Cabral et al. [2013] also demand that the HIMU mantle sampled by Mangaia lavas experiences long-term storage in the mantle, which has important implications for mantle dynamics and the mechanisms of long-term mantle storage for this end-member. This discovery highlights the need for careful geochemical characterization of HIMU lavas from Mangaia to better understand the origins of this mantle end-member. Despite its importance for understanding mantle recycling processes, from subduction zones to hot spots, volatile measurements are not available from the extreme HIMU mantle end-member sampled by Mangaia lavas.

Due to the lack of deep sea dredging expeditions in the Cook Islands, submarine volcanic glasses are not available for volatile abundance characterization of HIMU mantle end-member lavas from Mangaia. Volatiles have not been measured on HIMU mantle end-member lavas, which extend to $^{206}$Pb/$^{204}$Pb values of 21.9 in high-precision measurements made on basalts from Mangaia Island [e.g., Hauri and Hart, 1993; Woodhead, 1996; Kagiso et al., 1997; Hanyu et al., 2011]. In an effort to obtain volatile measurements of this end-member, we have homogenized crystalline melt inclusions hosted in olivine phenocrysts extracted from subaerially erupted whole rocks collected from Mangaia. These analyses represent the first coupled Pb isotope and major, volatile, and trace element compositions measured on glasses from the HIMU mantle end-member.

We find that Mangaia melt inclusions host H$_2$O and CO$_2$ concentrations that are relatively high (1.73 wt % and 2346 ppm, respectively; corrected for olivine fractionation). We use the new data to constrain volatile abundances in the HIMU mantle end-member as well as volatile cycling in the mantle, from subduction zones to hot spots.

### 2. Sample Descriptions, Locations, and Methods

Sample descriptions and locations, as well as a description of the geology of Mangaia, are provided in the supporting information. A complete description of melt inclusion preparation (including the homogenization procedure) and methods for analysis of Pb-isotopes and major, trace, and volatile concentrations are also provided in the supporting information.

### 3. Results

The melt inclusions in this study are alkalic (Figure 1). The forsterite values of the olivine hosting the inclusions in this study range from 75.9 to 86.1, with an average of 81.6 (supporting information Table S1). The...
The melt inclusion data presented in Figure 2 have been corrected to be in equilibrium with the host olivine by addition or subtraction of equilibrium olivine following the methods outlined in Jackson et al. [2012], and discussion of the major, trace, and volatile element data below refers to abundances following this olivine fractionation correction, unless stated otherwise (supporting information Tables S1 and S3–S5). The MgO contents of the melt inclusions do not span the entire range encapsulated by the whole rocks (3.10–20.47 wt %); instead they are restricted to a range of 4.51–10.80 wt % MgO (supporting information Table S5). The melt inclusions tend to have lower MgO than the host whole rocks, and this likely owes to the fact that the whole rocks examined in this study are phenocryst-rich and therefore may reflect cumulate compositions. The SiO₂ concentrations generally cluster in the range defined by whole rocks from Mangaia, but some inclusions (mostly from MGA-B-47) exhibit somewhat higher SiO₂ at a given MgO than the whole rocks. Two inclusions in particular (both from hand sample MG1006) have lower SiO₂ than previously identified in Mangaia lavas. The whole rock data suggest the crystallization of a Ti-rich phase in lavas where MgO reaches <5 wt %. The melt inclusion MgO concentrations are generally above 5 wt % (with the exception of sample MGA-B-47-RAC3 with 4.51 wt % MgO, corrected for olivine fractionation) and, with the possible exception of MGA-B-47-RAC3, do not reach the point of extreme magmatic evolution where TiO₂ concentrations are affected by fractionation of the Ti-rich phase. In sample MGA-B-47, there is one inclusion with TiO₂ significantly higher than the whole rock and melt inclusion analyses. The melt inclusions generally overlap with whole rock data in a plot of Al₂O₃ versus MgO (Figure 2). At a given MgO, most of the inclusions plot within the range of whole rocks for K₂O and Na₂O, but a large subset of the inclusions is shifted to higher alkali element concentrations than observed in the whole rocks. Melt inclusions generally have CaO concentrations and CaO/Al₂O₃ ratios that are similar to the whole rock data at a given MgO, except for inclusions from sample MGA-B-47, which have higher CaO, and a single inclusion from MG1001, which has lower CaO. There is a clear depletion in FeO for melt inclusions from the MGA-B-47 whole rock, which has been observed in melt inclusions previously and predicted experimentally (discussed below) [Danyushevsky et al., 2000; Gaetani and Watson, 2000]. Melt inclusions from the other samples lie on the FeO versus MgO trend formed by whole rocks, except for the two melt inclusions from the MG1006 whole rock, which show an elevation in FeO compared to the rest of the melt inclusion and whole rock data. These two inclusions are anomalous in many respects, and have the lowest SiO₂, among the lowest CaO and CaO/Al₂O₃, and among the highest alkali abundances in the melt inclusion suite.
Previously published whole rock trace element data were obtained from the Georoc database [Sarbas, 2008] and, with few exceptions (see caption of Figure 3), were filtered for trace element analyses made by ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) [Hauri and Hart, 1993; Woodhead, 1996; Hanyu

Figure 3. Trace element spidergrams of Mangaia melt inclusions compared to Mangaia whole rocks. Mangaia melt inclusion data (corrected for olivine fractionation to be in equilibrium with the host olivine, see supporting information Table S5) are plotted as black lines, except for inclusion MG1001-5, which is plotted as a gray dashed line. All data are normalized to the chondrite-based primitive mantle values of McDonough and Sun [1995]. (a) Previously published whole rock trace element data were acquired from Georoc [Hauri and Hart, 1993; Woodhead, 1996; Sarks, 2008; Hanyu et al., 2011] and were filtered to include only samples with a full suite of trace element data (Ba, U, Nb, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sr, Zr, Hf, Sm, Y, and Yb) obtained by ICP-MS analysis (except for Zr from Hauri and Hart [1997], which was measured by XRF). A complete set of trace element data by ICP-MS did not exist from Kogiso et al. [1997], so we exclude the data from this reference from the figure. Only whole rock samples that have MgO compositions >5 wt % are plotted to avoid the effects of extreme crystal fractionation (the majority of melt inclusions in this study have more than 5 wt % MgO). Additionally, whole rock samples with greater than 4% LOI are also excluded from the figure to avoid effects of alteration. The estimated primary melt concentration for Mangaia, calculated from inclusion MG1001-3b following olivine fractionation corrected to be in equilibrium with mantle olivine (with forsterite 90 composition), is the following (in ppm): Ba = 256.0, U = 0.93, Nb = 42.3, K = 6511, La = 38.0, Ce = 68.4, Pr = 9.3, Nd = 33.5, Sr = 515, Zr = 156, Hf = 3.1, Sm = 7.2, Ti = 16,750, Y = 28.9, Yb = 2.3. Using the melt model outlined in section 3.2, ~3% melting of the HIMU mantle source (shown as a black dashed line) will generate this primary melt composition if the trace element concentrations in the source are the following (in ppm): Ba = 7.7, U = 0.028, Nb = 1.27, K = 195, La = 1.15, Ce = 2.20, Pr = 0.35, Nd = 1.51, Sr = 18.1, Zr = 12.4, Hf = 0.29, Sm = 0.51, Ti = 2520, Y = 10.4, Yb = 1.4. (b) Melt inclusion MG1001-5—which has an anomalous spidergram pattern—plotted as a gray dashed line. It is compared to the average of Cape Verde calcio-carbonatites from Fuerteventura Island [Hoernle et al., 2002], which is plotted as a solid black line. Inclusion MG1001-5 has several geochemical similarities with these calcio-carbonatites, including negative anomalies of U, K, Zr, Hf, and positive anomalies of Nb and Sr. However, the inclusion does not have the negative Ti anomaly found in the carbonatite.
The whole rock trace element data and the new melt inclusion trace element data are shown as spidergrams in Figure 3. The majority of the melt inclusion trace element data agree well with the previously published whole rock trace element data. One exception is inclusion MG1001-5 (dashed gray line in Figure 3), which has a spidergram pattern significantly different from the other melt inclusions and previously published whole rock data. This sample was subjected to two replicate analyses by SIMS at Arizona State University, and an additional analysis by LA-ICP-MS at URI (supporting information Table S3), and the replicate analyses gave the same spidergram pattern. A key feature of this melt inclusion is that the spidergram has strongly negative Zr and Hf anomalies, which mimic more subtle negative Zr and Hf anomalies in HIMU lavas from Mangaia [Kogiso et al., 1997; Hanyu et al., 2011] and other OIBs from the Cook-Austral Islands [Chauvel et al., 1997]. Notably, this inclusion does not have anomalous major or volatile element abundances. The trace element pattern is qualitatively similar to the average calcio-carbonatite (including trace phases, like apatite, that are associated with calcio-carbonatite) from Fuerteventura (Cape Verde hot spot) presented by Hoernle et al. [2002], including negative anomalies U, K, Zr, Hf, and positive anomalies of Nb and Sr. However, the inclusion does not have the negative Ti anomaly found in the calcio-carbonatites, and we cannot offer an explanation for the origin of the anomalous trace element pattern in this inclusion.

The Mangaia melt inclusions are characterized by high H$_2$O and CO$_2$ contents (Figure 4a), up to 1.73 wt % and 2346 ppm (supporting information Table S5 and Figure 4b). Inclusions from MGA-B-47 form a separate group with lower H$_2$O than the melt inclusions from other hand samples; melt inclusions from this sample also appear to have lower abundances of FeO (Figure 2) and H$_2$O. The lower H$_2$O (and H$_2$O/Ce, see below) in inclusions from this sample suggest water loss from the inclusion through the host olivine (see section 4.1). An inclusion from sample MG1006 exhibits high CO$_2$, but like MGA-B-47 it has low H$_2$O abundances (1750 ppm and 0.57 wt %, respectively; supporting information Table S5). However, unlike MGA-B-47 inclusions, this inclusion does not exhibit evidence for lower FeO abundance. Excluding this inclusion and all inclusions from MGA-B-47, the majority of the Mangaia melt inclusions lie along a broad array centered at ~1.5 wt % H$_2$O (varying from 1.14 to 1.73 wt %, supporting information Table S5). This array, defined by 27 inclusions from hand sample MG1001 and three inclusions from hand sample MGA-B-25 only, spans CO$_2$ concentrations ranging from 284 to 2346 ppm (supporting information Table S5). Excluding melt inclusion samples from MGA-B-47 (discussed below), the melt inclusions record entrapment pressures ranging from 250 bar to approximately 1.75 kbar (see Figure 4a). This translates to entrainment depths of up to 6.4 km (1.75 kbar) for melt inclusions with the highest concentrations of CO$_2$ (assuming a rock density of igneous crust of 2800 kg/m$^3$) [Workman et al., 2006].

Figure 4c provides ratios of volatile (H$_2$O and CO$_2$) to nonvolatile (Ce and Nb) trace elements that have similar mineral-melt partition coefficients during mantle melting and magmatic differentiation processes. Excluding MGA-B-47 and MG1006 inclusions, H$_2$O/Ce varies from 119 to 245; the highest H$_2$O/Ce value (245; sample MG1001A12) is associated with the highest (least degassed) CO$_2$/Nb ratio (49.5; sample MG1001A12), but this inclusion exhibits evidence for assimilation (see below).

Koleszar et al. [2009] suggested that the MORB mantle has a CO$_2$/Nb ratio of 300 [Koleszar et al., 2009], but CO$_2$/Nb in the various mantle reservoirs may not be constant, and it has also been suggested that the OIB mantle may have higher CO$_2$/Nb than the MORB mantle [Saal et al., 2002; Cartigny et al., 2008; Koleszar et al., 2009]. The Mangaia melt inclusions reach a maximum CO$_2$/Nb value of only 49.5, suggesting significant degassing (see section 4.4), and CO$_2$ and CO$_2$/Nb ratios in the inclusions must still be viewed as minimum values.

Fluorine concentrations range from 1073 to 1950 ppm (supporting information Table S5) in the Mangaia melt inclusions. When compared to Nd, they are offset to higher F/Nd (~30) than the F/Nd ratio of 21 observed in other MORB and OIB samples (Figure 5) [e.g., Workman et al., 2006]. F/Nd may not always reflect mantle source characteristics if assimilation and alteration processes are involved. For example, Lassiter et al. [2002] studied a HIMU lava from Raivavae (sample RVV318, 206Pb/204Pb = 20.94) that showed strong evidence for brine and oceanic crust assimilation—and melt inclusions from this sample have high F/Nd ratios (60–183). Koleszar et al. [2009] also identified high F/Nd in five melt inclusions that range from approximately 35 to 100 and argue that this departure from the canonical ratio of fresh OIBs and MORBs of 21 may relate to open-system behavior of F. We note that the Mangaia melt inclusion suite has elevated F/Nd ratios, but these inclusions do not exhibit signatures associated with significant assimilation prior to entrapment (see discussion, Figure 6).
Cl/K2O ratios for the Mangaia melt inclusions are quite low (Figure 6). The average Cl/K2O of the melt inclusions is 0.067 (including melt inclusions from MGA-B-47), which corresponds to a Cl/K ratio of $0.079 \pm 0.028$ and overlaps with the range for pristine oceanic lavas (Cl/K = 0.02–0.08) found by Michael and Cornell [1998] and Stroncik and Haase [2004].

Figure 7 compares Cl/Nb and F/Nd ratios in the Mangaia inclusions. Cl/Nb ratios, like Cl/K ratios, can be used to monitor for assimilation of altered oceanic crust or brines (see discussion section 3.5). While the F/
Nd in the Mangaia inclusions is shifted to higher values than observed in the EM1 and EM2 hot spots (Pitcairn, Samoa, and Societies), even higher F/Nd ratios are found in melts from the Azores, Galapagos, and Australs hot spots.

Sulfides are abundant in Mangaia melt inclusions. Data for S concentrations in the silicate portions of the melt inclusions are provided in supporting information Table S4. Since the concentration of S in the silicate portion of the inclusions is buffered by the presence of sulfides, we cannot use the measured S concentrations to make inferences about sulfur in the mantle source and we do not discuss sulfur further in this paper. Some measurements of Pb isotopes, S isotopes, and major elements of the sulfides from these inclusions can be found in Cabral et al. [2013]. Sulfides from samples MGA-B-25 and MGA-B-47 were found to have anomalous sulfur isotopic compositions that indicate mass independent fractionation [Cabral et al., 2013].

Excluding melt inclusion measurements where the ion probe primary beam overlapped with phase boundaries (see supporting information), new measurements (supporting information Table S5) of Pb-isotopic ratios in the Mangaia inclusions plot in a tighter cluster near the extreme HIMU mantle end-member defined by Mangaia whole-rock compositions (Figure 4). The limited isotopic variability of the new SIMS measurements presented here for homogenized and nonhomogenized melt inclusions is similar to that observed in the Paul et al. [2011] LA-ICP-MS study. We do not observe the significant variability in Pb-isotopic measurements in melt inclusions identified in previous SIMS studies of Mangaia inclusions [Saal et al., 1998, 2005; Yurimoto et al., 2004]. Melt inclusions from MGA-B-25 (n = 4 different inclusions analyzed) show the least Pb-isotopic variability, while MGA-B-47 exhibits the most Pb-isotopic variability (n = 12 different inclusions analyzed). MG1001 exhibits intermediate isotopic variability (n = 23 inclusions analyzed). Only one melt inclusion was analyzed from sample MG1002, and no melt inclusions from MG1006 were analyzed. The sample with the greatest range in olivine forsterite contents, MGA-B-47, also has the most heterogeneous Pb-isotopic compositions.

The new Pb-isotopic data in these melt inclusions exhibit approximately twice as much variability as observed in high-precision Pb-isotopic measurements of leached whole rocks from the island. One melt inclusion plots away from the other melt inclusions in Pb-isotopic space (MGA-B-47-RAC3), and expands the melt inclusion data field significantly; without this single inclusion, the melt inclusion data field is only slightly larger (but shifted to somewhat higher $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ and $^{208}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ ratios) than the data field defined by high-precision Pb-isotopic measurements of leached whole rocks from Mangaia.

4. Discussion

In order to constrain volatile element abundances of primary magmas and to ultimately make inferences about the composition of the HIMU mantle sampled by Mangaia lavas, it is first necessary to identify processes that operate on magmas during ascent and eruption that might modify the volatile budgets of the magmas. In the case of melt inclusions, such processes can include degassing before entrapment of the melt inclusion, diffusive H$_2$O loss from the melt inclusion through the host olivine, and assimilation of

Figure 4. Volatile contents of Mangaia melt inclusions. All Mangaia melt inclusions plotted in this figure are corrected to be in equilibrium with the host olivine (see supporting information Table S5). (a) CO$_2$ and H$_2$O contents of the Mangaia melt inclusions with vapor saturation curves generated by SolEx [Witham et al., 2012] and the open-system degassing trend for alkali basalt from Dixon et al. [1997]. Major element data from one of the most primitive and undegassed samples in the suite (MG1001-S, corrected for olivine fractionation) was used for the input values to SolEx. Melt inclusions from MGA-B-47 have experienced diffusive water loss and water data for these inclusions are not included in subsequent figures; an inclusion from MG1006 has similarly low water, which is excluded in subsequent figures. As in Workman et al. [2006], we interpret the nearly vertical trend (marked by steeply sloping arrow in the top plot) defined by inclusions from sample MG1001 (n = 27 inclusions) and MGA-B-25 (n = 3 inclusions) to indicate CO$_2$ degassing with negligible water loss prior to melt inclusion entrapment (except for inclusions from MGA-B-67, which suffered diffusive H-loss post entrapment). (b) The Mangaia melt inclusion data in comparison to other OIB and MORB data sets, which consist of data obtained from submarine glasses and melt inclusions. Data for the high CO$_2$ inclusions from the Galapagos (Fernandina and Santiago; Koleszar et al., 2009) are ones for which CO$_2$ from the vapor bubble was calculated back into the melt composition, and this may explain the unusually high CO$_2$ (extends up to 5821 ppm) in some of the Fernandina inclusions (A. Saal, personal communication, 2014); when a similar calculation is applied to Mangaia melt inclusions, the concentration of CO$_2$ increases by < 4% on average and < 0.02% for H$_2$O on average (see corrected CO$_2$ and H$_2$O values in supporting information Table S4). Additionally, in this figure, samples were removed from plotting if the relevant data source [Clague et al., 1995; Dixon et al., 1997; Dixon and Clague, 2001; Dixon et al., 2002; Hauri, 2002; Saal et al., 2002; Workman et al., 2006; Cartigny et al., 2008, and references therein; Koleszar et al., 2009; Kendrick et al., 2014; Metrich et al., 2014] indicated that the sample was severely degassed due to shallow eruption, experienced extensive assimilation, or was otherwise compromised; all samples removed, and the reason for their removal, are outlined in the supporting information. (c) CO$_2$/Nb and H$_2$O/Ce ratios for Mangaia melt inclusions.
altered oceanic crust and brines before entrapment. When evaluating the geochemistry of olivine-hosted melt inclusions from Mangaia, it is critical to evaluate all of these processes to determine whether primary magmatic characteristics can be inferred from this new suite of melt inclusions. Identification of primary melt volatile characteristics permits inferences about the mantle source composition of the HIMU end-member and, thus, volatile cycling through the mantle resulting from subduction-injection of oceanic crust.

4.1. Volatile Element Concentrations: Source Versus Process

4.1.1. Diffusive Loss of Fe and H

Melt inclusions from whole rock sample MGA-B-47 show marked depletion in FeO compared to melt inclusions from the other three whole rock samples, which we interpret to be representative of Fe loss from the inclusions via diffusion through the host olivine (Figure 2). Fe loss from olivine-hosted melt inclusions has been documented in other melt inclusion suites and is thought to occur following long-term storage and slow cooling in the host magma, where the residence time is sufficient to permit Fe diffusion through the olivine [e.g., Danyushevsky et al., 1992, 2000; Sobolev and Danyushevsky, 1994; Gaetani and Watson, 2000]. The diffusivity of H in olivine is greater than Fe, and if sufficient time elapsed for significant Fe loss to occur, then the time scale for diffusive H-loss from the inclusions was also surpassed and H loss would have taken place provided the external melt had lower H2O than the melt inclusions. The lower H2O in MGA-B-47 inclusions is not likely due to magma degassing, as inclusions from MGA-B-47 have elevated CO2 (149–1335 ppm, supporting information Table S5), so the inclusions were trapped at great depths before significant degassing of H2O. Therefore, we interpret the low H2O concentrations in MGA-B-47 inclusions (0.16–0.70 wt %, supporting information Table S5) to be a result of diffusive water loss from the inclusions from this hand sample, and the paired Fe loss and H2O loss in inclusions are complementary and indicative of longer time scales of storage in a magma chamber following olivine entrapment of the inclusions. Thus, in the discussion below regarding water abundances in the HIMU mantle, we exclude the inclusions from hand sample MGA-B-47.

Melt inclusions from the other hand samples exhibit no evidence for Fe loss, and have FeO abundances similar to previously published whole rocks from Mangaia. The other inclusions also have H2O (and H2O/Ce) concentrations that are higher than the H2O in MGA-B-47. Diffusive loss from the inclusions via the olivine, or diffusive incorporation of water into the melt inclusion, is unlikely to have occurred in inclusions from MGA-B-25 and MG1001. The inclusions from these two lavas form overlapping arrays in plots of CO2 versus H2O and CO2/Nb versus H2O/Ce (Figure 4). It would seem unlikely that diffusive water loss or incorporation in inclusions from two different lavas would generate the same arrays by coincidence, though we note that the arrays are biased by a single inclusion with the highest CO2/Nb versus H2O/Ce. Diffusive loss of H from the inclusions may occur following eruption during slow cooling of lavas, but it is difficult to rule out such a mechanism.

Figure 5. Fluorine versus neodymium of Mangaia melt inclusions in comparison to other OIBs and MORBs. Mangaia melt inclusions are corrected to be in equilibrium with their host olivine (supporting information Table S5) and are shown as gray symbols following the format of previous figures. Other OIB and MORB data are shown for comparison and consist of data obtained from submarine glasses and melt inclusions [Lassiter et al., 2002; Workman et al., 2006; Koleszar et al., 2009; Kendrick et al., 2014; Metrich et al., 2014]. Data were filtered for degassing and assimilation as in Figure 4, with the exception of the data from the Austral samples: Austral samples are divided into three categories, following Lassiter et al. (2002): Type 1 inclusions are not thought to have experienced assimilation, Type 2 inclusions (which plot outside the figure) are thought to indicate the assimilation of Cl-rich brines, and Type 3 inclusions (which also plot outside the figure) are thought to be secondary inclusions. Mangaia melt inclusions cluster around an average value of F/Nd of approximately 30, which is higher than the “canonical” F/Nd ratio for OIB and MORB of 21 [e.g., Workman et al., 2006]. MGA-B-47 data are shown because, unlike H, F does not show evidence of loss from the inclusion.
lowering the H2O in the melt inclusions from the primary magmatic values. For example, there is no clear relationship between H2O and Ce in the inclusions. However, owing to the fact that small melt inclusions are more susceptible to diffusive loss of H2O than larger inclusions [Chen et al., 2011], a positive relationship between H2O and melt inclusion diameter will be present if diffusive loss of H2O has occurred. We observe no such relationship in inclusions from MGA-B-25 and MG1001 (Figure 9), which argues against diffusive loss of H2O from the inclusions; however, the inclusions from sample MGA-B-47 that have suffered Fe loss and H2O loss do show a weak relationship between melt H2O and melt inclusion diameter, which is consistent with diffusive loss of H from inclusions in this sample. However, while diffusive loss from MGA-B-25 and MG1001 inclusions seems unlikely (given the lack of relationship between H2O and inclusion size), it cannot be ruled out, and the H2O/Ce ratios in the melt inclusions should be treated as minima. For inclusions from samples MGA-B-25 and MG1001, we also conclude that diffusive exchange through the olivine did not modify the abundance of the other incompatible trace elements, like F, Cl, and S, because their diffusivities are expected to be significantly slower than those of Fe and H [Cherniak, 2010; Bucholz et al., 2013].

After excluding inclusions from MGA-B-47, H2O/Ce ratios exhibit some variability in Mangaia inclusions. While H2O concentrations and H2O/Ce ratios are relatively high in the Mangaia melt inclusions (excluding...
inclusions from sample MGA-B-47, some H$_2$O loss may occur by diffusive H$_2$O loss from inclusions [e.g., Chen et al., 2011; Gaetani et al., 2012] and slight loss of H$_2$O can occur via degassing prior to inclusion entrapment (see below), and this may explain the lower H$_2$O/Ce ratios (down to 119) observed in some of the Mangaia inclusions.

4.1.2. Degassing of H$_2$O and CO$_2$

Models examining solubility of H$_2$O and CO$_2$ in mantle melts have shown that, during open-system degassing, the vapor phase is dominated by CO$_2$ until very low pressures ($\sim$100 bars) [Dixon, 1997]. As in Dixon [1997] and Workman et al. [2006], we interpret the nearly vertical degassing trend (Figure 4a) and entrapment pressures $>100$ bar to indicate negligible H$_2$O loss from the melt inclusions from hand samples MG1001 and MGA-B-25.

Owing to the low solubility of CO$_2$ in mantle melts, in only rare cases has CO$_2$ been observed to be undersaturated, thereby providing information about primary melt CO$_2$ abundances [Saal et al., 2002]. In the case of Mangaia, and all other OIB and MORB locations examined to date, extensive degassing of CO$_2$ is evident. Therefore, primary melt CO$_2$ abundances cannot be calculated with the present data set, as estimates determined for the primary melt CO$_2$ concentration using CO$_2$/Nb ratios have large uncertainties owing to variability in the CO$_2$/Nb ratio [Saal et al., 2002; Cartigny et al., 2008; see section 4.4), particularly if carbonatite is present during melting [Dasgupta et al., 2009].
Assimilation during magma ascent: Assimilation of oceanic crust and/or brines during ascent and eruption of magma can modify the Cl and H$_2$O abundances of the magma [Michael and Schilling, 1989; Jambon et al., 1995; Michael and Cornell, 1998; Kent et al., 1999a, 1999b; Lassiter et al., 2002; Stroncik and Haase, 2004; Kendrick et al., 2013a]. Kent et al. [1999a] explored this issue through the analysis of matrix glass and olivine-hosted glass inclusions from Loihi seamount, Hawaii. Following Kent et al. [1999a], we examined the variability of Cl/K$_2$O and H$_2$O/K$_2$O in the melt inclusions from Mangaia (Figure 6). The majority of melt inclusions plot in a small cloud near the most primitive (highest MgO) Mangaia melt inclusion composition (see Figure 6 caption for description) and generally exhibit limited variability, especially in comparison with the variability seen in the Loihi samples, which are known to have experienced assimilation. However, we note that assimilation of altered basalt, as shown in Figure 6, can increase the H$_2$O/K$_2$O (and H$_2$O/Ce) without significantly increasing the Cl/K$_2$O, and thus Cl/K$_2$O alone cannot be used to evaluate assimilation of altered oceanic basalt. However, the negative correlation observed for melt inclusions from hand sample MGA-B-47 does suggest diffusive H$_2$O loss, and is consistent with the previous observations from this study.

4.2. H$_2$O in the HIMU Source and Constraints on Cycling of Subducted Oceanic Crust

The crustal recycling origin hypothesis for the HIMU mantle end-member requires that material (oceanic crust) once at the Earth’s surface was processed through a subduction zone, experienced long-term storage in the mantle, and was reerupted at an OIB locality, such as Mangaia. The input of water-rich altered oceanic crust to subduction zones may represent a significant contribution of H$_2$O to the mantle [e.g., Hacker, 2008], and data from the Mangaia melt inclusions can provide constraints on the water that remains in the oceanic crust during subduction.

In order to calculate representative H$_2$O abundances for the HIMU mantle source, it is important to consider the melting process itself. Owing to the incompatibility of H$_2$O, mantle melting concentrates water in the melt relative to the mantle source and subsequent fractional crystallization further increases the concentration of H$_2$O in the melt. Comparing H$_2$O concentrations to the concentrations of other similarly incompatible elements (e.g., Ce and K) provides a means to “see” through the melting process, as H$_2$O/Ce ratios are not significantly modified during mantle melting to generate OIB and MORB [e.g., Michael, 1995; Dixon et al., 2002].

When H$_2$O is plotted against K$_2$O and Ce, lavas that erupt at different hot spot localities fall on different trends (Figure 10). Melt inclusions from Mangaia have relatively high H$_2$O concentrations compared to other...
submarine glasses and melt inclusions in the global OIB and MORB data set, but have intermediate Ce and K₂O concentrations; lavas erupted at EM1 and EM2 localities also tend to have elevated H₂O, but have higher Ce and K₂O at a given H₂O abundance. Lavas from the enriched mantle hot spots, which host elevated \(^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}\) and lower \(^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}\) ratios [Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hofmann, 1997], exhibit Ce concentrations that are nearly 2 times higher at a given H₂O abundance than the HIMU melts.

Plots of H₂O/Ce versus Sr and Pb isotopes also show fields for a number of OIB and MORB localities (Figure 11). Mangaia lavas and melt inclusions anchor the low \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) and low \(^{208}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) region of the global data set, and in situ SIMS measurements of Pb isotopes on the Mangaia melt inclusions from this study have relatively homogeneous compositions that are similar to whole rocks from the island [Nakamura and Tatsumoto, 1988; Dupuy et al., 1989; Hauri and Hart, 1993; Woodhead, 1996; Kogiso et al., 1997; Tatsumi et al., 2000; Schiano et al., 2001; Hanuš et al., 2011]. ESC lavas with the most radiogenic Pb-isotopic compositions \(^{206}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb}, \, ^{207}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb}, \, \text{and} \, ^{208}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb} \text{up to} \, 19.91, 15.64, \, \text{and} \, 39.66, \text{respectively, which translate to} \, ^{208}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb} = 1.99 \, \text{and} \, ^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb} = 0.785 \) have H₂O/Ce ratios (up to 244) that are similar to the highest H₂O/Ce ratios (~200) in the subset of Mangaia melt inclusions that show no evidence for assimilation. We note that other localities have even higher H₂O/Ce, including Pico Island in the Azores (H₂O/Ce = 340) [Métrich et al., 2014] and N. Atlantic MORB (350) [Dixon et al., 2002], which indicates that the HIMU mantle reservoir does not have the highest H₂O/Ce.

We note that Dixon et al. [2002] argued for a lower H₂O/Ce ratio for the HIMU mantle of 100, but this is a factor of two lower than the highest H₂O/Ce values from the ESC lavas with the most radiogenic Pb-isotopic compositions [Dixon et al., 2002] and the Mangaia inclusions (~200). In contrast to the HIMU mantle, H₂O/
Ce values for EM-type (high $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$) lavas from Societies, Pitcairn, and Samoa extend to the low H$_2$O/Ce ratios (H$_2$O/Ce < 100) [Dixon et al., 2002; Workman et al., 2006; Kendrick et al., 2014]. Thus, the EM mantle signature anchors the high $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$, low H$_2$O/Ce portion of the global mantle array. Sr-isotopes were not measured on the Mangaia inclusions, but if the Sr-isotopic compositions of the inclusions are similar to whole rocks from the island (just as Pb-isotopic compositions of the inclusion suite examined here are similar to the Pb-isotopic compositions of the whole rocks from Mangaia), then Mangaia, together with the ESC lavas with the most radiogenic Pb-isotopic ratios, anchors the low $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ and high H$_2$O/Ce portion of the global mantle array.
Given a $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ ratio of the HIMU mantle of $\sim 200$, it is possible to calculate the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration of this mantle end-member if a reliable estimate for the mantle source Ce can be obtained. There are some bounds that can be placed on the Ce concentration of the HIMU mantle that can be used to constrain the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ abundance in the HIMU mantle source. It is important to note that the Ce concentrations for the HIMU mantle source are not known, and there are many uncertainties associated with estimating the abundances of incompatible elements in the mantle source of lavas. The following discussion uses estimates from the literature, and assumes that the HIMU mantle is a mixture of altered oceanic crust [Hoffman and White, 1982] and a depleted plume component, which is similar to earlier models for this mantle source [Hauri and Hart, 1993; Stracke et al., 2003]. It is reasonable to assume that the Ce concentration will not be more depleted than the depleted plume component, which is estimated to have a Ce concentration of $1.3$ ppm [Jackson and Jellinek, 2013], but not more enriched than altered oceanic crust, which is estimated to have a Ce concentration of $6$ ppm (as provided by Dixon et al. [2002]). The proportion of the two end-members (altered oceanic crust and depleted plume component) contributing to the HIMU mantle source is estimated from prior work suggesting a two-component mixture for generating the HIMU Mangaia mantle source [e.g., Hauri and Hart, 1993]. If we assume the Mangaia HIMU mantle has a $\sim 20\%$ contribution of recycled oceanic crust, which is consistent with coupled Os-isotopic and Pb-isotopic constraints on Mangaia lavas [Hauri and Hart, 1993], and if the remaining $80\%$ of the Mangaia source is composed of the depleted plume component, then the Mangaia HIMU source has a Ce concentration of $2.2$ ppm. Isotopic constraints suggest that higher proportions of recycled oceanic crust in the HIMU source are unlikely, particularly if the Mangaia mantle source is $> 2.5$ Ga [Hauri and Hart, 1993; Day et al., 2009, 2010]. Dixon et al. [2002] assumed a Ce concentration of $6$ ppm for the HIMU source, which assumes that HIMU is pure recycled altered oceanic crust without a depleted mantle contribution; other estimates for the Ce concentration of altered oceanic crust and MORB are available in the literature [Kelley et al., 2003; Gale et al., 2013], but we use the estimate from Dixon et al. [2002] for direct comparison with their model results exploring the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ abundances in the mantle. We emphasize that the bulk major element composition of HIMU lavas, and the compositions of the olivines, are not well matched by melting a source comprised of purely mafic material [Jackson and Dasgupta, 2008; Herzberg et al., 2014], and we do not advocate a model for the melting of a purely mafic lithology in the Mangaia mantle; instead, Herzberg et al. [2014] argue that the HIMU mantle consists of fertile peridotite enriched by mixing completely with a minor component of pyroxenite. Similarly, the contribution of $20\%$ mafic material to the HIMU source is assumed to be mixed with the depleted-mantle peridotite such that the final mixture is an enriched peridotite [Herzberg, 2011]. Using the estimated $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ ratio for Mangaia primary melts ($\sim 200$), and a Ce concentration of $2.2$ ppm, the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration in the HIMU mantle source is estimated to be $440$ ppm.

The primary uncertainty in the estimate of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration of the HIMU source derives from uncertainty in the source Ce concentration, which in our calculation scales with the amount of recycled oceanic crust in the HIMU mantle. We have adopted a recycled oceanic crust mass fraction of $20\%$ in our calculation based on isotopic constraints: a higher proportion of recycled oceanic crust will yield a higher estimated Ce concentration and a higher HIMU source $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration, and a lower proportion of oceanic crust yields a lower HIMU source $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration.

Using a simple melt model, a HIMU mantle source water content of $440$ ppm can easily generate the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ abundances estimated for Mangaia primary melts. Following olivine fractionation correction so that the melt is in equilibrium with mantle olivine (Fo$_{90}$), the inclusion with the highest $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ abundance (MG1001A12) owing to possible assimilation of seawater or altered oceanic crust. The volatiles database was filtered in the same way as described in the caption of Figure 4.

Figure 11. $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ versus $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$, $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$, and $^{208}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ isotopes for Mangaia melt inclusions and global OIBs and MORBs. The Pb-isotopic data for the Mangaia inclusions (Supporting Information Table S5) are relatively homogeneous and similar to Mangaia whole rock values. Therefore, while Sr-isotopes were not measured in the inclusions, they are also assumed to be homogeneous and similar to the Mangaia whole rock values. (a) We applied an average $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ to all of the melt inclusions using data from Hanyu et al. [2011] for age corrected, leached whole rocks. Data from other OIB and MORB sources are provided for comparison and consist of submarine glass samples and melt inclusions [Staudigel et al., 1984; Hannan and Schilling, 1988; Devey et al., 1990; Dosso et al., 1991; Fontignie and Schilling, 1991; Woodhead and Devey, 1993; Douglas et al., 1995; Dixon et al., 1997; Kingsley and Schilling, 1998; Douglas et al., 1999; Dosso et al., 1999; Frey et al., 2000; Dixon and Clague, 2001; Dixon et al., 2002; Kingsley, 2002; Simons et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2003; Honda and Woodhead, 2005; Workman et al., 2006; Cartigny et al., 2008, and references therein; Hanyu et al., 2011; Kelley et al., 2013; Kendrick et al., 2013a, 2014]. Not all data from Figure 10 are shown in this figure because isotopic compositions are not available. The box labeled “HIMU” is the estimated range of the HIMU source value, and excludes the Mangaia inclusion with the highest $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Ce}$ (245; inclusion MG1001A12) owing to possible assimilation of seawater or altered oceanic crust. The volcanoes database was filtered in the same way as described in the caption of Figure 4.
has 1.73 wt % H2O, when corrected to be in equilibrium with the host olivine; supporting information Table S5) has a water concentration of 1.37 wt % (and an H2O/Ce ratio of ~200). Using mineral-melt partition coefficients and a mantle source mineralogy with clinopyroxene (12% modal abundance), orthopyroxene (25%), olivine (55%), and garnet (8%) modes provided in Kelemen et al. [2004] and summarized in Jackson et al. [2010], and assuming that H2O and Ce have the same mineral-melt partition coefficients during mantle melting, we use a modal aggregated fractional melting model to explore the conditions under which a mantle source with 440 ppm H2O can generate melts with 1.37 wt % H2O.

If the HIMU source has 440 ppm H2O, then the water abundance of the HIMU primary melt (1.37 wt %) is achieved when the melt fraction is 3.0%. This degree of melting is within the range previously suggested for melt generation in the Cook-Austral [Herzberg and Gazel, 2009]. The melt model can also be used to provide an estimate of the refractory lithophile element concentrations in the Mangaia mantle source. When the melt fraction is ~3%, the melt model yields a Ce concentration of 68.5 ppm in the melt (assuming 2.2 ppm Ce in the HIMU source). This value is identical to the Ce concentration (68.5 ppm) for the inclusion with the highest H2O (MG1001-3b) following olivine fractionation correction so that the melt is in equilibrium with mantle olivine (Fo90), and this trace element composition is adopted as the Mangaia primary melt composition (see Figure 3 caption). Because the melt model does a reasonable job of matching the Ce concentration in Mangaia primary melts, we use the same melt model (with ~3% melting), together with the estimated Mangaia primary melt trace element composition, to invert for the source composition of the other trace elements in the primary melt shown in Figure 3 (and presented in the caption). Using the specified melt model, this source will generate the trace element abundances in the Mangaia primary melt composition when the melt fraction is ~3%. This source composition is presented in the caption of Figure 3.

4.3. Dehydration of the Subducted Slab to Generate the HIMU Source

Altered oceanic crust is estimated to have a H2O/Ce ratio of 2500–5000 [Dixon et al., 2002] and a water concentration of 2–3 wt %. If the HIMU mantle hosts a significant component of recycled oceanic crust, then an important question remains: How did the H2O/Ce ratio become so low in the HIMU mantle? Subducted material experiences a two-stage dehydration process: (1) stage one is defined by subduction zone processing [e.g., Hacker, 2008; van Keken et al., 2011], where H2O is lost from the slab, and (2) stage two is defined by diffusion of water out of the subducted slab during long-term storage in the mantle [e.g., Workman et al., 2006]. Following Dixon et al. [2002], we can look at the net effect of these two processes by comparing presubduction H2O/Ce ratios of mature oceanic crust to the H2O/Ce ratios in HIMU melt inclusions erupted at Mangaia. Compared to the presubduction mature oceanic crust H2O/Ce of 2500–5000, we find that the HIMU mantle source today, which is suggested to be a mixture of recycled material and depleted plume component mantle [e.g., Hauri and Hart, 1993], has an H2O/Ce ratio of ~200 (which is a factor of two higher than the H2O/Ce ratio suggested for the HIMU source ~100 by Dixon et al. [2002]). A reduction of the H2O/Ce ratio from 2500–5000 to 200 represents a factor of 12.5–25 reduction in original H2O content in the subducted slab compared to the loss of Ce.

It is useful to deconvolve the relative effects of stage one of dehydration (subduction zone processing) from the effects of stage two of dehydration (long-term mantle storage, diffusive water loss). van Keken et al. [2011] reported estimates of water content entering subduction zones and surviving to reach >230 km depth based on petrological models and global subduction zone rock fluxes. Using H2O values of igneous crust from before subduction (9.3 × 10^5 Tg/Myr) [Hacker, 2008] and after subduction (1.8 × 10^5 Tg/Myr) [van Keken, 2011], igneous crust is estimated to dehydrate 81% from the subduction process alone. This constrains long-term storage dehydration of the slab by diffusive water loss to account for the remaining reduction of water in the HIMU mantle reservoir, which can efficiently reduce H2O contents in subducted slabs on geologic time scales (see below).

Diffusion rates for trace elements (like Ce) are very low and heterogeneities in the solid mantle will not equilibrate with these elements on length scales of more than 10 m over the age of the Earth [e.g., Hofmann and Hart, 1978; Van Orman et al., 2001]. In contrast, hydrogen diffuses quickly and the H2O/Ce ratio can be reduced by diffusive loss of H2O into the ambient mantle. Using the H2O concentration values of altered oceanic crust from Dixon et al. [2002] (2–3 wt %) and the amount of dehydration calculated above (81%), the recycled slab after the subduction zone would have 0.38–0.57 wt % (3800–5700 ppm) H2O. If the
Mangaia mantle, which is estimated to have 440 ppm water, is composed of recycled slab (20% by mass) and a depleted component (80%) that has a water content similar to ambient mantle (116 ppm) [Salters and Stracke, 2004], then the slab component in the Mangaia mantle has a water content of ~1740 ppm. This is 2.2–3.3 times lower than the estimated water content of a slab subducted to postarc depths, and we argue that diffusive loss from the slab during long-term storage in the mantle can reduce the water content in the slab from postsubduction values.

We model the effect of diffusion in a manner similar to Workman et al. [2006]. A diffusion calculation [see Zhang, 2008, equation (3-48b)] was performed assuming the placement of postsubduction mature oceanic crust in an infinite reservoir of depleted mantle. We estimate depleted mantle to have 116 ppm H2O [Salters and Stracke, 2004], adopt a thickness of 7 km for the slab, and assume a storage time of 2.5 Ga. The range of water contents remaining in the slab after subduction (0.38–0.57 wt % H2O) are used as inputs for the diffusion calculation. The diffusion coefficient of H in olivine was found to be $1.4 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s at 1600°C for the [100] (fast) axis by Mackwell and Kohlstedt [1990]. In this simple diffusion calculation, following subduction, the slab experiences approximately 90% diffusive loss of water during 2.5 Ga of residence in the mantle: the water content of the slab is reduced from 3800 to 5700 ppm to approximately 340 to 450 ppm. Thus, diffusive loss of H2O from the slab following subduction zone dehydration would make the slab much drier (340–450 ppm H2O) than our model for the slab (1740 ppm H2O) in the HIMU mantle. However, if the slab is thicker, or slabs pile up on each other in the mantle (effectively thickening the diffusive distance), then the diffusive loss of H2O would be reduced. Additionally, we note that pyroxene-rich and garnet-rich lithologies have a higher water storage capacity than olivine-rich lithologies [Hirschmann et al., 2009; O’Leary et al., 2010; Ardia et al., 2012], and higher modal pyroxene and garnet abundances in the HIMU mantle source may allow the preservation of higher water abundances during long-term storage in the mantle. This is not an unreasonable model, as HIMU sources have long been suggested to host a significant mafic component [Hofmann and White, 1982; Hauri and Hart, 1993; Day et al., 2009] or to be a fertile peridotite that has been enriched by mixing completely with a component of pyroxenite (thereby increasing the pyroxene abundance in the enriched peridotite resulting from the mixture) [Herzberg et al., 2014].

4.4. CO2 in the Generation of HIMU Lavas

It is apparent that the CO2 concentrations in Mangaia melt inclusions are high compared to CO2 abundances measured in many other OIB settings (Figure 4b). In fact, carbonate blebs were previously noted in crystalline melt inclusions hosted in olivines [Saal et al., 1998; Yurimoto et al., 2004], and Saal et al. [1998] found that melt inclusions from two of the whole rocks (MGA-B-47 and MGA-B-25) examined in this study host carbonatite blebs (unfortunately, we did not examine these particular melt inclusions). We infer that some inclusions in the present study may have also hosted carbonate blebs prior to homogenization, but we did not observe carbonatite blebs in the inclusions posthomogenization. Saal et al. [1998] suggested that carbonatite plays a key role in the genesis of HIMU lavas, and Hauri et al. [1993] found that carbonatite plays an important role in modifying mantle xenoliths from the island of Tubuai (located in the Cook-Australs). The association of carbonate with lavas derived from the HIMU mantle source could be an important clue for ultimately understanding the origin of this mantle end-member [Jackson and Dasgupta, 2008].

Partial melt compositions of carbonated mafic lithologies are shown experimentally to give rise to melts that are similar to the inferred compositions of HIMU primary melts (matching geochemical characteristics such as SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, CaO, Na2O, and CaO/Al2O3) [Dasgupta et al., 2004; Gerbode and Dasgupta, 2010; Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012]. It has also been suggested that there is interaction of this melt product with surrounding peridotite, which leads to a closer match for FeO and is consistent with a recent study of the HIMU mantle source lithology by Herzberg et al. [2014] [Dasgupta et al., 2004; Gerbode and Dasgupta, 2010; Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012]. Experimental evidence shows that it is difficult to generate strongly SiO2-under-saturated and high CaO/Al2O3 melt compositions, like those observed in HIMU lavas, without high concentrations of CO2 in the mantle source [Kushiro, 1975; Eggler, 1978; Dasgupta et al., 2004, 2007; Gerbode and Dasgupta, 2010; Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012], which strongly suggests that the HIMU mantle end-member is CO2-rich.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to reliably estimate the CO2 abundance in the primary melts of the HIMU mantle owing to large uncertainties in the CO2/Nb ratio that has been used to estimate mantle source CO2 abundances [Saal et al., 2002]. The CO2/Nb ratio of the depleted mantle is estimated to be 300 [Koleszar...
et al., 2009), which is slightly higher than the value of 239 that was originally proposed [Saal et al., 2002], and this is likely a lower limit for the CO2/Nb ratio of the OIB mantle. Cartigny et al. [2008] observed a relationship between CO2/Nb and (La/Sm)$_n$ in MORB. If we assume that this relationship applies to the Mangaia melts, which have an average (La/Sm)$_n$ of 2.9 (supporting information Table S5), then the CO2/Nb of the Mangaia mantle source is ~1000; this value, when paired with the estimated Nb concentration of the HIMU mantle source (see caption of Figure 3), yields unreasonably high CO2 in Mangaia primary melts. If carbonatite is present during melting, CO2 and Nb will have dramatically different partition coefficients, and CO2/Nb ratios in the primary melt will exceed 10$^6$ [Dasgupta et al., 2009]. This serves to underscore the great uncertainty in the CO2/Nb ratio of primary melts, particularly when carbonatite is present.

While it is not possible to reliably estimate the CO2 in abundance in the HIMU mantle source or in HIMU primary melts, the HIMU mantle is thought to have elevated CO2 [Hauri et al., 1993; Saal et al., 1998; Jackson and Dasgupta, 2008; Castillo, 2014]. The origin of this elevated CO2 may be traced to the recycled crustal origin of the HIMU mantle, where CO2-rich and H2O-rich altered oceanic crust [e.g., Staudigel et al., 1996; Alt and Teagle, 1999; Bach et al., 2001; Wallmann, 2001; Dixon et al., 2002; Gillis and Coogan, 2011] is subducted into the mantle and recycled into the origin of HIMU lavas. The carbonated nature of the HIMU mantle source is consistent with experimental work attempting to model the major element composition of HIMU lavas [Dasgupta et al., 2004; Gerbode and Dasgupta, 2010; Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012] and has important implications for the deep storage of recycled carbon in the mantle.

4.5. F/Nd and Cl/Nb Signature of HIMU Melts

The F and Cl concentrations in melt inclusions are useful for constraining the undegassed, preruptive compositions because their degassing pressure is typically less than 100 bars [Spilliaert et al., 2006]. Additionally, F and Cl are not thought to diffuse in or out of the host olivine [Bucholz et al., 2013]. Normalizing F and Cl to elements with similar bulk partition coefficients, namely Nd and Nb, respectively [Dalou, 2011], the F/Nd and Cl/Nb ratios measured in melt inclusions have been used to characterize those of the source [e.g., Rose-Koga et al., 2012]. Known as a canonical ratio, F/Nd is largely insensitive to mantle melting, and natural samples (melt inclusions and glasses from MORB and OIB) display a relatively constant value of 21 over a range of Nd concentrations that vary over two orders of magnitude [Workman et al., 2006]. In cases where a melt inclusion has undergone assimilation of crustal materials or brines, F/Nd as high as 60–183 have been observed [Lassiter et al., 2002]. However, such inclusions are often accompanied by extremely elevated Cl/Nb ratios from 1271 to 7166; see section 2] [Lassiter et al., 2002]. Typically, Cl/Nb ranges from 5 to 35 among the data of MORB and OIB glasses and melt inclusions [Lassiter et al., 2002; Saal et al., 2002; Workman et al., 2006; Koleszar et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2010; Kendrick et al., 2014; Metrich et al., 2014; www.earthchem.org/petdb]. Notably, once altered oceanic crust assimilation has been identified and excluded, any deviation from the relatively small range of these geochemical ratios indicates the presence of material that is not considered to be typical mantle.

Mangaia melt inclusions display Cl/Nb values similar to MORB melt inclusions and samples from other OIBs, such as the Azores and Samoa (Figure 7). The Cl/Nb ratio of the source of Mangaia is likely similar to that of the MORB source. On the contrary, Mangaia melt inclusions show a higher F/Nd (30 ± 9; 2σ standard deviation) than the “MORB-OIB” canonical value of 21, and the Mangaia inclusions range up to a F/Nd ratio of 41.

The higher F/Nd values are mainly related to higher F concentrations in the Mangaia melt inclusions (about 30% higher), while Nd concentrations are comparable to other OIB data (e.g., 45 ± 5 ppm; the Azores, Samoa, and this study). The Nd concentration in the HIMU source is estimated to be 1.38 ppm (see Figure 3), which, when combined with the average Mangaia melt inclusion F/Nd ratio (30), yields F abundances in the HIMU source of 41 ppm. By comparison, the F concentrations of DMM and chondrite-based primitive mantle are estimated to be 11 and 25 ppm, respectively [McDonough and Sun, 1995; Salters and Stracke, 2004].

The recycled HIMU component with high H2O and CO2 is also inferred to have high F. While F and Cl are likely elevated in the subducting slab, most of the subduction input is expected to be stripped off during prograde dehydration, as reflected in elevated F and Cl concentrations in many arc magmas and forearc serpentines [e.g., Straub and Layne, 2003; John et al., 2011; Rose-Koga et al., 2012; Kendrick et al., 2013b; Debret et al., 2014]. The data from Mangaia melt inclusions suggest that the recycled component in the HIMU source is characterized by the fractionation of F from Cl, as Mangaia samples have Cl/Nb ratios similar to ambient mantle, while F/Nd and H2O/Ce ratios remain higher than ambient mantle. However, the precise
5. Conclusions

Pb-isotopic studies of lavas from Mangaia have established this locality to be the surface expression of the HIMU mantle end-member, which has long been considered to contain subducted oceanic crust in the mantle source [Hofmann and White, 1982; Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hauri and Hart, 1993; Kelley et al., 2005; Hanyu et al., 2011]. Sulfur isotopic work on melt inclusions from the island has established that the material erupted at Mangaia was once at the Earth's surface > 2.45 Ga, confirming the recycled origin hypothesis for the HIMU mantle [Cabral et al., 2013].

Previous work on HIMU melt inclusions has been restricted to the study of crystalline inclusions from Mangaia [Saal et al., 1998; Yurimoto et al., 2004; Paul et al., 2011], which cannot be used to measure volatile abundances. Additionally, because of the lack of dredging expeditions to this location, the scientific community has been without glasses from Mangaia on which to perform volatile measurements. Here, we have homogenized crystalline melt inclusions hosted in olivine phenocrysts from the island. We have performed in situ volatile, trace, and major element analyses in the melt inclusions, in addition to in situ Pb-isotopic analyses. We find Mangaia melt inclusions host elevated H2O (up to 1.73 wt %) and CO2 (up to 2346 ppm) contents.

We suggest that the H2O abundance in the HIMU mantle source is ~440 ppm, which can generate the H2O abundance observed in the melt inclusion with the highest H2O concentration when the melt fraction is ~3%. The inclusions have relatively high concentrations of CO2 (up to 2346 ppm), which is consistent with previous observations of carbonatite in Mangaia melt inclusions. The high levels of CO2 in HIMU lavas, and hence the HIMU mantle source, are consistent with the experimental studies that require a carbonated protolith to generate the unique major element composition of the melts.

We also find the F/Nd ratios of the melt inclusions (30 ± 9; 2σ standard deviation) to be higher than the canonical value (21), while Cl/Nb ratios in Mangaia inclusions are likely similar to the MORB mantle. We suggest that this may owe to the influence of hydroxyl sites in silicate minerals, which may promote recycling of H2O and F, but not Cl.
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